MEDICAL STORAGE CARTS MEETS YOUR DEPARTMENT STORAGE DEMANDS

Apollo

SOLUTIONS FOR SUPPLY & MEDICATION MANAGEMENT

NATIONAL SURGICAL CORPORATION

Australian distributor of the Pegasus high density storage range including Apollo storage carts
Apollo storage carts

A combination of different enclosures, depths, heights and locking systems enables us to provide the optimum solution for any department or ward in your hospital, day surgery or other healthcare facility.

Cart sizes

Compatible with ISO standard modules sized 60x40cm and 30x40cm

Several cart heights available: 1080mm, 1450mm, 1830mm, 2200mm

Available in single, double or triple cart widths in E (600mm) or U (400mm) styles

Material

All surfaces are made of polymers and therefore resistant to moisture

ABS top cover, PP bottom floor, PVC exterior walls

Smooth-running medical grade, non-marking rubber castors (2 x swivel, 2 brake - front)

Easy-to-use and clean

The entire inside compartment of the cart is easy to clean

Self-drainage floor for quick and easy cleaning

Safety

Full 360° wrap-around bumper

Castors are extended to provide increased stability

ABS side panels can be equipped with small wheels for smoother and easier movement of heavily loaded trays

Perforated rails can be installed to accommodate the use of telescopic slides for support of heavy items. These can be used in combination with the side panels or separately
OPEN CARTS

BUMPERS
Protects both the cart and the room walls

QUALITY WHEELS
125mm medical grade castors installed on all Apollo carts

CATHETER HOOKS
Apollo carts are ideal for catheter carts. Catheter hooks can be installed to hold up to 27 catheters securely

MULTIPLE DRAWER CONFIGURATIONS
Modular drawer configurations, dividable baskets or solid trays

Open door Apollo carts are fitted standard with Tilt side panels which allow baskets to be pulled out and viewed on an angle without falling

ALL CARTS ARE FITTED STANDARD WITH ABS SIDE TILT PANELS. TELESCOPIC SLIDES OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH CAN ALSO BE FITTED BEFORE ORDER
* For OH&S safety reasons no more than 10kg can be stored in baskets placed on telescopic slides at upper levels (above 140cm)

HANDLES
Ergonomic lateral push handles available as an optional accessory
TAMBOUR DOOR CARTS ARE EXTREMELY USEFUL IN SMALL ROOMS AND CORRIDORS WHERE THERE IS NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR OPENING STANDARD DOORS. THEY ALSO PROVIDE SECURITY AND CLEANLINESS FOR ITEMS BEING STORED.

SECURITY & ERGONOMICS
A variety of locks (code locks, key locks, network locks) can be installed on the top or middle part of the doors. Locks can be programmed remotely using the WIFI network, enabling only access by required personnel.

EASY CLEANING
Simple, tool-free removal of the roller shutter for cleaning purposes.

SMOOTH OPERATION
New counter-balanced system for smooth operation of roller shutter.

MULTIPLE DRAWER CONFIGURATIONS
- Modular drawer configurations, dividable baskets or solid trays

TAMBOUR DOOR APOLLO CARTS ARE EXTREMELY USEFUL IN SMALL ROOMS AND CORRIDORS WHERE THERE IS NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR OPENING STANDARD DOORS. THEY ALSO PROVIDE SECURITY AND CLEANLINESS FOR ITEMS BEING STORED.

PROTECTIVE WALL
Protective back wall prevents supplies from blocking the sliding tambour door.

ERGONOMICS
Mid-height handle eliminates the need to bend down to open the door.
FLEXIBLE
A range of different modules (trays, baskets, wire shelves) can be inserted and interchanged at various heights

GLASS DOOR
Apartment carts are available with a high quality glass door which swing open. Glass doors provide a clear view of stored products.
Ideal for medications, pharmacy or anaesthetics storage

GLASS DOOR

DUST PROOF
Peripheral sealing to prevent dust accumulation, and reduce impact when the door is slammed

INFECTION CONTROL
All surfaces are designed for easy cleaning and draining

QUALITY GLASS
4mm thick tempered clear glass

Glass door Apollo carts are fitted standard with Tilt side panels which allow baskets to be pulled out and viewed on an angle without falling
SOLID DOORS ARE USED IN AREAS POPULATED WITH NON-MEDICAL PERSONNEL. CLOSING THE DOORS LIMITS ANY PATIENTS OR VISITORS EXPOSURE OR ACCESS TO THE STORED PRODUCTS.

SOLID DOORS

APOLLO UU - DOUBLE CART
APL-2.0UU-SD

APOLLO E - SINGLE CART
APL-4.0E-SD

APOLLO EE - DOUBLE CART
APL-4.0EE-SD

TOP WORKING SURFACE
Removable, washable ABS working surface with 3 sided gallery top and anti-spill lip on the front

HPL SOLID DOORS
4mm HPL board
High Pressure Laminate

270° OPENING
Unique hinge design enables 270° opening with a holding snap when attached to the cart side in an open position

Modular drawer configurations, dividable baskets or solid trays

Solid door Apollo carts are fitted standard with Tilt side panels which allow baskets to be pulled out and viewed on an angle without falling

COLOUR CODED LABELING HANDLE
Ergonomic tray handle improves visibility of locating items quickly as well as improving organisation
SPECIALTY CARTS

INTERCHANGEABLE CASSETTES
Interchangeable cassettes are available in 80mm or 120mm wide sizes. They can be easily removed individually or as a whole unit in the cassette holders.

LOCKS AVAILABLE
Cassettes can be secured with a code lock or key lock.

YELLOW TRAYS
High resistance yellow trays suit CSSD cleaning & sterilisation departments.

ACCESSORY RAIL
Allows easy installation of accessories.

APOLLO CARTS CAN BE CUSTOM DESIGNED WITH REMOVABLE CASSETTES FOR USE IN MEDICATION ROOMS, PHARMACY, SMALL CONSUMABLE STORAGE OR FOR SECURING VALUABLE ITEMS.

A RANGE OF SPECIALISED TRAYS CAN BE MANUFACTURED FOR CSSD CLEANING & STERILISATION PROCESSES & GREEN TRAYS CAN BE USED FOR DIRTY UTILITY CARTS.

A RANGE OF SPECIALISED TRAYS CAN BE MANUFACTURED FOR CSSD CLEANING & STERILISATION PROCESSES & GREEN TRAYS CAN BE USED FOR DIRTY UTILITY CARTS.

SPECIAL ISO MODULES
A range of antimicrobial modules and high resistance modules for central sterilisation departments is available upon request.

- ABS - Antimicrobial
- PP - High resistance
- PC - Transparent
E Type

E type comes in 4 different heights, with a fixed depth of 590mm.
They are available in single (750mm width),
double (1460mm) or triple (2170mm).

Height: 1080mm
APL-2.0E-TD/GD/SD/ND

Height: 1450mm
APL-3.0E-TD/GD/SD/ND

Height: 1830mm
APL-4.0E-TD/GD/SD/ND

Height: 2200mm
APL-5.0E-TD/GD/SD/ND

Trays or baskets maximum capacity for E and U type carts:

U Type

U type comes in 4 different heights, with a fixed depth of 790mm.
They are available in single (550mm width),
double (1060mm) or triple (1570mm).

Height: 1080mm
APL-2.0U-TD/GD/SD/ND

Height: 1450mm
APL-3.0U-TD/GD/SD/ND

Height: 1830mm
APL-4.0U-TD/GD/SD/ND

Height: 2200mm
APL-5.0U-TD/GD/SD/ND

55cm (single)

75cm (fixed depth)
Let NSC support you

What makes NSC different to our competitors to support you?
- A proudly Australian owned and founded company
- Combining 25 years of expertise in the healthcare industry
- Creating value for our customers beyond the product
- Working with our customers to offer specialised solutions
- Offering a large product range focused on cost effectiveness, patient care and productivity
- Low overheads allows us to provide cost savings to our customers compared to the multinationals
- Coordinated, whole company approach to every customer
- Establishing trust for long term customer relationships

Who are we?
National Surgical Corporation (NSC) is an import manufacturer in the healthcare industry, distributing surgical instruments, consumables, equipment and shelving all major hospitals and healthcare facilities throughout Australia. Our extensive product range can be used by all specialist disciplines and departments within a hospital, day surgery or specialist centre.

Let NSC support you and your department
Don’t be afraid to change, NSC will support and assist you throughout every step. NSC has an extensive training and inservicing material available and can tailor a program to meet your individual needs so that all personnel are aware of how the product operates. Switching to NSC can save you significantly and we can show you how!

Our range includes

- Wound drains
- Electrosurgical range
- OT and general consumables
- Surgical instruments
- Laparoscopic instruments
- Medichill ice packs
- Protection products
- Cleaning & sterilisation
- Shelving & storage
- High density storage

NSC has a range of shelving and storage solutions including chrome wire shelving, trolleys, compactors, high density storage, carts and height adjustable tables.
Contact us to arrange a site visit today to discuss your needs

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone: 1800 138 138 (free call)
Fax: 1800 138 140 (free fax)
info@nationalsurgical.com.au
www.nationalsurgical.com.au

Contact your National Surgical Corporation Account Manager for more information

A proudly founded and owned Australian company - providing value to our customers beyond the product